1. This document has been prepared by the Secretariat.


3. Decision 13.104 calls upon Parties to provide financial assistance to the University of Cordoba (Spain) and to the International University of Andalusia (Spain) in order to support the continuation of this Master’s course. The Secretariat is not aware whether such financial assistance has been provided.

4. Decision 13.105 is directed to the Standing Committee and the Secretariat, which should seek external funding to support the participation in the Master’s course of students from developing countries and countries with economies in transition. The Secretariat has included this Decision in the list of Decisions and other activities identified by the Parties as requiring external funding. Unfortunately no funds have as yet been identified or pledged.

5. The Secretariat has received one request from the United Republic of Tanzania for support for the participation of one person in the course.

6. The Secretariat invites Parties to donate funds in support of this Master’s course.